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DUPONT FORMS ALLIANCE WITH
TECHSAGE FOR USE OF DYLUX®
DIGITAL MEDIA ON SPINJET 1000
Dylux®, and SpinJet 1000 offer automated solution for accurate
two-sided imposition proofing.
WILMINGTON, Del., March 30, 2001 -- DuPont Color
Proofing announced today an exclusive worldwide alliance
with Techsage for the use of DuPont's double-sided Dylux®
Digital imposition proofing media on the SpinJet 1000 from
Techsage. The SpinJet 1000 uses an advanced fully automated
paper handling system to produce two-sided Dylux® Digital
proofs, which allows users to visually check data and
electronic stripping prior to the crucial step of outputting
plates or film. The Dylux® Digital proof produced on the
SpinJet 1000 is extremely accurate front to back, and can be
folded, trimmed and stapled for presentation to the customer
along with a color proof for final approval.
Craig Reid, digital proofing business manager from DuPont
Color Proofing said, "DuPont has been the market leader in
imposition proofing ever since DuPont invented the Dylux®
blueline over 30 years ago. As the industry moves to more
digital proofing, we are committed to the ongoing
development of technology and alliances such as this one with
Techsage that allow us to bring the best possible solutions to
our customers."
Erik Kasper, Director of Techsage said, "The use of Dylux®
Digital media on the SpinJet 1000 is the final link in
providing the ideal solution to one of theÂ major drawbacks in
a completely digital workflow; the ability to produce a doublesided, accurate imposition proof prior to CTP or CTF output."
The SpinJet 1000 from Techsage combines an innovative nonimpact printer accessory to either the Hewlett-Packard (HP)
DesignJet 1050C or 1055CM large format printer, enabling
fully automatic printing of double-sided imposition proofs.
Since its introduction, the SpinJet 1000 has established itself

as the worldwide market leader in automated dual-sided
imposition devices.
Dylux® Digital media for the SpinJet 1000 is a high quality
specially coated paper that offers bleed control, sharp line
resolution, fast drying and curl resistance. Dylux® Digital
media will ship with every new SpinJet 1000. Both
the Dylux® Digital media and the SpinJet 1000 are available
from selected distributors and dealers worldwide.
About TechSage
Techsage is a Purup-Eskofot subsidiary based in Denmark and
founded in the spring of 1999. The purpose of Techsage is to
create new concepts and solutions for strategic areas of the
pre-press workflow, which have not been addressed by the
mainstream vendors. Thereby Techsage strives to optimize the
overall pre-press system solutions in quality and performance
to the benefit of end-users, system vendors and their sales
channels. For more information on Techsage and the SpinJet
1000 visit our website at www.spinjet.com or
www.techsage.dk .
About DuPont Color Proofing
Based in Wilmington, Del., DuPont Color Proofing is the
world's largest supplier of proofing products offering the
widest variety and most precise digital, analog and imposition
proofing systems possible for use throughout the workflow,
anywhere in the world. Other Dylux® products include;
Dylux® Thermal for 830nm platesetters, Dylux® Digital
media for inkjet wide format printers such as the HP, Encad
and Epson, and Dylux® instant imaging proofs from film.
DuPont is a science company, delivering science-based
solutions that make aÂ difference in people's lives in food
and nutrition; health care; apparel; home and construction;
electronics; and transportation. Founded in 1802, the
company operates in 70 countries and has 94,000 employees.
For more news on DuPont Color Proofing, please visit
www.dupont.com/proofing.

